review and publication and a “gamble” in which perfectly sound papers can eventually be rejected [6, 14].
The goal of Fluids is to serve as a platform to promote
research on fluids and fluid management in critically
ill patients. The journal accepts state-of-the-art papers,
reviews, case reports, original research papers, as well
as technical notes and meeting reports in relation
to fluid resuscitation, organ monitoring and organ
support or any other topic related to critical care. The
peer review process will be done via a fully internet
based editorial office and papers are published on-line
as open access. Printed issues will be published for
meetings supported or organized by iFA. The journal
is expected to be PubMed listed in the near future.
Let me give you 10 simple but good reasons why you
should consider submitting your next original articles,
critical care reviews, editorials, research notes and
short communications to Fluids :: The Journal on
Medical Fluid Management [6]. As stated elsewhere,
I must admit that I always ask the question “give me
10 good reasons why I should use your drug” to a
new sales representative visiting me with yet another
super-drug, and you will be amazed that many hit
the road, ill-prepared, stuttering after they explained
and documented the second advantage of the new
drug compared to your standard of care [6]. First, as
explained above, in the crowded market of dedicated
journals there is a place for a journal with a very broad
scope. Second, Fluids is a peer-reviewed journal, all
manuscripts are evaluated by independent anonymous
referees in the usual way, but the editors will ensure
that this is done as speedily as possible. Third, it is an
open access journal managed by a professional Warsaw based publishing company Blackhorse Science
and Business Media in association with the publisher
Trzaska Evert Michalski LLC, founded in 1920, based
recently in the United States of America, as such it is
free for readers and readily available on the internet
for download, accounting for a high availability and
high visibility. This increases the number of people
who read and cite the work [14]. This is important
since the majority of doctors in the world do not
have access to full text papers (either in high or low
quality journals). Moreover, and fourth, it is also free
for authors submitting their work (a small article
processing fee or charge may apply related to editing
and typesetting in the future). Fifth, Fluids also offers
the possibility to provide help for non-native English
speaking authors for those articles that need major
English editing and formatting by BioScience writers
(www.biosciencewriters.com). BioScience Writers will
help maximize the accuracy and impact of your written documents to enhance your scientific publication.
Their premier scientific editing and proofreading
services benefit both native and non-native English
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speakers. Sixth, there is no restriction on the word
length of the papers as we encourage researchers to
publish their experimental and theoretical results in
as much detail as possible. Seventh, Fluids is a member of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE).
Peer review in all its forms plays an important role in
ensuring the integrity of the scholarly publications.
The process depends to a large extent on trust, and
requires that everyone involved behaves responsibly
and ethically. Peer reviewers play a central and critical
part in the peer-review process, but too often come to
the role without any guidance and unaware of their
ethical obligations. COPE has produced some new
draft guidelines which set out the basic principles and
standards to which all peer reviewers should adhere
during the peer-review process in research publication
WWWÝ PUBLICATIONETHICSORGRESOURCESGUIDELINES Ý
Eight, Fluids ensures rapid publication and accepted
papers are immediately published online. Once a
manuscript is accepted, it can be prepared for on-line publication much faster than for a print journal.
Furthermore, there is no need to wait until an "issue"
is complete, so each article will be published as soon
as it is ready. The result is that work gets published
faster and cited sooner [14]. Ninth, the advisory and
editorial board and team of Fluids is a multicultural,
multilingual, international mixture of physicians all
being experts in their field. Finally, Fluids supports the
set up of special issues focusing on hot topics related
to a special and specific research field. Although these
special issues will often be edited by a member of the
Editorial Board or Team, we welcome proposals from
the whole critical care community. For example, as
is the case with this Special Issue, that is devoted to
selected papers presented at the 10th ACCS meeting,
we also welcome the proceedings of scientific meetings
within the broad scope of critical care. If you are not
yet convinced, in the near future an application will
be available form the App-store to search and read all
open access papers on your iPAD or other tablet PC.
The path ahead is clear but only time will tell whether
Fluids will follow this path and become a successful
peer-reviewed, open access journal amongst his peers.
The success will mainly depend on the fact whether
Fluids will be PubMed indexed in the future, and therein lies the real challenge. With your help and support
this is just a small step ahead… so why not submit your
next paper to Fluids, and remember it is completely
free of charge… In the meantime enjoy the interesting
and sometimes maybe controversial lectures of an
outstanding faculty of key-opinion world leaders at the
10th ACCS meeting in Manchester. Congratulations
to our friendly and charming host and chairman Dr
Veerappan Chithambaran!
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